Unit 3 The Creative
Process
Year 12

A. Understand the stages
and activities with the
creative process. B.
Experiment with the
stages and activities
within the creative
process to develop own
Overview of the
working practice. C.
Scheme of
Apply stages and
learning
activities within the
creative process to
develop own art and
design work. D. Review
how use of the creative
process developed own
art and design practice.

Assessment

A portfolio of evidence:
research, development,
designs and evaluation,
plus a developed final
piece.

Extended certificate Art & Design Level 3 Yr 12/13
External unit
Choose one unit from the below:
Unit 15 Fashion
Unit 9 Photographic
Unit 12 Fine art
Unit 1 The visual
materials,
materials, techniques materials, techniques
recording
techniques and
and processes
and processes
processes
Year 12
Year 13

External unit
Unit 2 Concepts in Art
and design

Year 13
AO1 Be able to apply an
effective investigation
AO1 Understand how
process to inform
A. Explore
recording is used to
A. Explore 2D, 3D and
understanding of creative
photographic
communicate visually in
digital materials,
A. Explore fashion
practitioners
materials, techniques
the work of others
techniques and
materials,
AO2 Demonstrate the
and processes used to
AO2 Demonstrate
processes used to
techniques and ability to visually analyse
produce photography
understanding of visual
produce fine art work. processes. B. Apply
the work of creative
work. B. Apply
communication through
B. Apply fine art
fashion materials,
practitioners
photographic
exploration and
materials, techniques techniques and
AO3 Demonstrate
materials, techniques
application of
and processes to processes to a brief. understanding of how
and processes to
different methods of
produce work for a
C. Review and
contextual factors relate
produce work for a
recording
brief. C. Review and reflect on own use to creative practitioner’s
brief. C. Review and
AO3 Demonstrate ability
reflect on own use of of fashion materials,
work
reflect on own use of
to record to communicate
fine art materials,
techniques and
AO4 Communicate
photographic
intentions AO4 Evaluate
techniques and
processes.
independent judgments
materials, techniques
visual recording and
processes.
demonstrating
and processes.
communication skills
understanding of the
work of creative
practitioners
A set task from Pearson.
A portfolio of
Learners will be given a
evidence: research,
theme and brief to
development, designs
respond to during a
and evaluation, plus a
supervised time period.
developed final piece.
Portfolio evidence.

A portfolio of
A portfolio of
evidence: research,
evidence: research,
development,
development, designs
designs and
and evaluation, plus a evaluation, plus a
developed final piece. developed final
piece.

A set task from Pearson.
Part A - 4 wks before the
supervised assessment
period for research. Part
B - a brief to respond to
in the supervised
assessment period of 3.5
hrs.

OverviewExtended
certificate
Students have an
optional unit in
Year 13.
The optional unit is
for either the Fine
Art, Photography
or Fashion
disciplines.
Unit 1, 2 and 3 can
be completed using
the same discipline
or a combination.

Knowledge organiser unit 3
The learning aims for this unit:

Evidence required:
Annotated sketchbook –
Evaluated thru out,
Artist research of a range of artists and designers (a minimum of 3),

Experiments
Plans
The creative process analysed
All visual sources require a reference
Final outcome

Final portfolio or sketchbook
Risk assessments
Final evaluation with suggested improvements
Keywords/ command
words

Definition

Experiment/ explore

Skills and/or knowledge involving practical testing or trialling.

Apply

Skills. Often referring to given processes or techniques.

Review

Learners make a formal assessment of work produced.
The assessment allows learners to:
•appraise existing information or prior events
•reconsider information with the intention of making changes, if
necessary.

Understand

for defined knowledge in familiar contexts.

The assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit.
Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser unit 9
The learning aims for this unit:

Keywords/ command words

Definition

understand

for defined knowledge in familiar contexts.

explore/experiment

Skills and/or knowledge involving practical testing or trialling.

apply

skills. Often referring to given processes or techniques.

review

Learners make a formal assessment of work produced.
The assessment allows learners to:
•appraise existing information or prior events
•reconsider information with the intention of making changes, if necessary.

Key photographic techniques
Lighting

Studio based controlled light, location-based
light, available light. Light trails.

Digital

Image editing and manipulation; cropping,
adjusting contrast, exposure, levels.
Digital contact printing.

Camera techniques

Aperture, shutter, in-camera metering, shooting
modes, white balance and ISO settings.

Non-digital techniques

Safe use of the darkroom, enlargements, safe
processing of films by hand in a safe and
controlled conditions. Setting enlarger controls
and timers.
Using chemicals safely and appropriately. Drying
wet based prints.

The assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser unit 12
The learning aims for this unit:

Potential plan:
1. Mood board and mind map; exploration and research of all aspects of the news story
2. Contextual investigation. Analyse 3 different artist's work that have responded to a similar theme.
3. 2D exploration; Your experimentation must include newspaper and may include the following:
painting, mark making, surface exploration, photography, illustration.
4. 3D container exploration; your experimentation must include newspaper and could include the
following: nets, packaging , book arts and paper manipulation, moulding and joining, sculpture based
on images and assemblage.

Keywords/ command
words

Definition

explore/experiment

skills and/or knowledge involving practical testing or trialling.

apply

skills. Often referring to given processes or techniques.

produce

The making of something; the production of art using varied means.

Review

Learners make a formal assessment of work produced.
The assessment allows learners to:
•appraise existing information or prior events
•reconsider information with the intention of making changes,
if necessary.

5. Digital exploration: photograph or scan your work and use digital methods in Photoshop or
equivalent.

6. Reflect. Throughout all the processes use annotations to continually reflect on: appropriateness of
materials, techniques and process, relationship to brief and audience and ideas, directions and
learning.

Contextual investigation

Mind-Map
The assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser unit 15
The learning aims for this unit:

Keywords/ command
words

Definition

explore/experiment

skills and/or knowledge involving practical testing or trialling.

apply

skills. Often referring to given processes or techniques.

produce

The making of something; the production of art using varied means.

Review

Learners make a formal assessment of work produced.
The assessment allows learners to:
•appraise existing information or prior events
•reconsider information with the intention of making changes,
if necessary.

Designer in focus: Tilly Walnes
Brand: Tilly and the Buttons.
Full name: Matilda Rose "Tilly" Walnes, Born January 1980.
A British-borne, fashion designer, author, blogger and educator.
Walnes studied at the London college of Fashion, London after
taking an introduction to sewing class. In 2010 she started
designing and making her own clothing and started her blog called
"Tilly and the Buttons'. She was inspired initially by New Wave and
vintage 1960's fashions. The blog was so successful, it led to a
change in career direction. Walnes had a decade of designing
educational resources under her belt and she has set about
motivating and encouraging the new influx of home sewers. Her
brand, books and patterns have clean and clear instructions with
colour photographs. Walnes has also simplified the jargon used in
her writing after the books she used to learn to sew seemed to be
confusing and complex.
In 2013 she entered the first series of The Great Sewing Bee. She
was eliminated in the 2nd week in a self-drafted trouser challenge.
When interviewed afterwards she is quoted that the makes on the
show were some of the hardest garments she has ever sewn. Tight
deadlines, hot lights and
constantly being filmed didn’t help.

Key outcomes:
Research folder,
Preliminary, Initial and final Designs,
Technical drawings,
Lay plans,
Pattern and instructions to sew
Final garment
Finalassignment
evaluations.
The
brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser external examination unit 1 – visual recording Part A
Assessment outcomes:

The brief theme is released in January, students research and
develop their response. Students work to a supervised period of
time in May/June.

The external examination assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser external examination unit 1- visual recording Part B

The external examination assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser external examination unit 2 Part A- Critical and Contextual Studies in Art and Design

Chris Offili

Alma Thomas
The external examination assignment brief has the complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser external examination unit 2 - Critical and Contextual Studies in Art and Design- Part B
Part B

The external examination assignment brief has the
complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

Knowledge organiser external examination unit 2- Critical and Contextual Studies in Art and Design Part C

This examination is issued in 2 parts from the examination board. Part A
being available in March to allow a research period and Part B 4 weeks The external examination assignment brief has the
later when students will write an extended piece of writing during a
complete guide to this unit. Always refer to the brief.

